The advantages of the computer enable us to simulate of complex structures subjected to dynamic loading. To come up to the necessity to know the real behavior of such material, we exploit these advantages basing on experimental data available in the literature. Since the response of the material depends on stress velocity, so it is essential to provide a computational code with dynamic behavior. To perform such simulations, we have elaborated a behavior law governed by loading velocity effect on concrete and their attitudes cyclic non elastic, for an approach of seismic behavior. This paper shows the processes we have followed to formulate this viscous damage law whose aim is behavior prediction for concrete under dynamic stresses. Then, the model is validated with experimental results and simulations of some available tests on Hopkinson's bar.
Introduction
Under rapid and dynamic impacts, concrete shows a mechanical behavior, particularly sensitive to rate loading [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] . These conditions leave the models simplified by static computations, even balanced by safety coefficients, unrealistic. Hence dynamic behavior analysis of concrete structures requires the use of models and laws that take into account a certain number of essential phenomena relative to such situations.
Among the available approaches in literature, we have adopted a phenomenological thermodynamic approach to describe the damaged non linear hysteretic behavior of concrete, an approach used by Laborderie [6] .
This approach has been developed to simulate the behavior of concrete structures subjected to monotonous or cyclic alternated loading quasi-static mode [6, 7] ; that is to say at a strain rate lower than 1 S-1. Within the frame of dynamic behavior simulation of concrete subjected essentially to seismic stresses, then under other types of impacts (blasts, percussion…), we will adapt this model to these types of stimulations. But this cannot be possible unless we introduce viscous effect induced by the high loading rates on materials.
Coupling of the Model to Viscosity
With reference to Dubé works [8] , who had adopted for such pairing Perzyna's viscosity model [9] , many researchers expressed concrete viscosity through parameters given in terms of rate strain variations [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] . The introduction of velocity effect in our damage model, was done through a non dimensional parameter whose variation is linked first to dynamic increase factor (non dimensional) which is itself expressed in terms of strain rate.
This viscosity parameter noted "η", will be paired with adjusting parameter noted "a", hence the threshold function becomes:
where: Y oi : initial sill of damage. a i ,b i : positive real parameters to be determined by adjusting.
In case of dynamic behavior, damage variable is calculated by means of the following equation:
Establishing of the Uniaxial Model for the Concrete
Using isotropy hypothesis to describe concrete behavior in monoaxial model, will simplify the equation form, from a tonsorial writing to a scalar writing, hence the deformation will be written as follows:
( ) ( ) origin; compressive strength or tensile strength in static behavior and the parameter of non-elasticity determined in static; all given starting from the experimental curve. a i , b i : non dimensional parameters characterizing the damage variable determined by adjustment on the curve of experimental behavior in static.
Y 0i : the initial threshold of damage: In compression, it has been considered more convenient to take into account that the damage begins once exceeding concrete elastic stress in quasi static state [7] , that is to say 
The initial threshold of damage in tension is considered once it attains 90% of the tensile strength stress of concrete ft [14] . By substituting σ e = 0.90 ft and D t = 0 in the Equation (6), we get:
η i : non dimensional material parameter of viscosity, calculated in terms of dynamic increase factor (DIF) in compression or tension.
The Parameter of Viscous Work
Hardening η ii
The parameter η i influences the viscous response of concrete behavior in compression or tension. Governed by the deformation velocity variation, it gives the form of the curve after work hardening. The expression of viscous work hardening value directly in terms of strain rate ε  remains possible, but complicated. This is why, we express viscosity parameters in terms of dynamic increase factor (DIF) noted "ℜ", which is it self estimated from strain rate and resistance characteristic of the concrete in static in CEB-FIP formula [16] . Basing on the experimental curves of Gary [17] , Bishoff [2] and those of Cotsovos [18] in compression and on experimental works of dynamic tension of Brara [4] and Toutlemonde [19, 20] , also by the use of analytical relations of Ngo [21] to verify the fitting of deformation increase in terms of tensile stress increase; we have concluded that η i evolvement can be described by an equation of the form:
where, m and n are determined from two behavior charts obtained in dynamics under different strain rate bt resolving a non linear system of two equations with two unknowns. 
Dynamic Increase Factor (DIF) ℜ

In Compression
We use CEB-FIP formula [16] to assess dynamic increase factor value in compression: (12) ε : Strain rate, at a range of 30 × 10 
In Tension
The assessment of dynamic increase factor values in tension is performed through CEB-FIP formula [16] : (13) ε : Strain rate, at a range 3 × 10 
Evolution of the Deformations and Rupture Criterion
In damage mechanics, the parameter "D" is usually the privileged indicator of the rupture once it reaches the value of "1". Yet, as the model is for uniaxial behavior of a fragile material such as concrete, we can adopt a rupture criterion by deformation. The deformation sill of dynamic failure " ε " combined with a strain rate ε . This was done under several types of formulations, either directly in terms of strain rate as one suggested by J. Mazars [22] , or in terms of dynamic increase factor as shown in Ngo and Mendis [21] . Concerning our model, we suggest the description of the amplifications of deformations indirectly in terms of strain rate using the following relation:
With:
The parameters m' and n' are determined by adjusting from two behavior curves (two charts are sufficient) obtained under dynamic tests. ) that permitted to have the chipping of the concrete specimens, were reached by Hopkinson's Bar [4, 23] . Hopkinson's Bar assembling of this test is based on the ejection of a projectile that hits an impact bar at a high speed, producing wave spreading through the impact bar and the sample, which generates a pulling on the free side of the sample.
The samples are designed in cylindrical form, which is 40 mm in diameter and has length of 120 mm. They are impacted by a metallic cylinder (entry bar) that has the same section with one meter in length (Figure 1) .
These samples in MB50, concrete have the following characteristics ( Table 1) :
Under two different impact velocities, the experiments we have simulated are divided into two notations: BE16 test, the slowest with a strain rate of 35.9 (S −1 ); and BE12 test whose strain rate is about two times BE16's.
BE16, BE12 Tests
The BE16 is the slowest test, its impact velocity equals 7. . After a time period exceeding significantly 5 × 10 −5 S, two fissures appear at the distances of 41 mm and 69 mm from the free edge. Rupture dynamic stress is esteemed at σ td = 33.5 MPa around 69 mm.
Model Adjusting
The determination of the different parameters essential to the calculations, and achieved by adjusting on the static curve, has given the following values a t = 3.55 and b t = 1.00. The static behavior chart made by our model has got the form shown in figure (Figure 2) .
After adjusting to dynamic behavior data, viscous parameters took the following values m t = 0.0283 and n t = 5.0617. Model response to different strain rate is shown on the figure (Figure 3). 
Numerical Simulation of the Tests
Finite elements grid we used, has a fiber of 1 mm alongside the sample (120 fibers). Such discretization enables us to follow the development of mechanical characteristics with time in their locations with an accuracy of about 1 mm. Concerning the boundary conditions of the specimen, the blocking up happens on the impacted side; however the free side bears the applied experimental velocity.
BE16 Test Simulation
This simulation provided us with a very rapid movement of the damage. The parameter "D" evolves to be important once impact time reaches the value 4 × 10 −5 S, but the ultimate value of "1" is reached only at 7.2 × 10 −5 S, at the 61st fiber at a distance of 59 mm from the free edge ( Figure 5 ). This value indicates the position of the micro fissure that causes the rupture, at a gap of 6 to 7 mm of experimental failure position (65.8 mm from the free edge). The time of rupture in the simulation appearance is identical to the experimental one (7.2 × 10 −5 S). At first, stress diffusion through the cylinder happens as if it was under static loading, but after a certain period of time, stress development evolves with time in each fiber separately from the others, the simulated rupture stress σ tdr equals 19.09 MPa (Figure 6) , knowing that the experimental value is σ tdr = 19.2 MPa. 
BE12 Test Simulation
Under an impact velocity V 0 = 15 m·s , BE12 test simulation has shown that "D" ultimate value of "1" is reached successively and almost simultaneous in two locations, indicat- th fiber, at a distance of 41 mm from free edge (Figure 7) . These values show a good conformity between simulated and experimental results.
The maximum value of the simulated rupture stress σ tdr equals 33.52 MPa (Figure 8) . It is to be noted that this stress is obtained since the starting of the first failure (51 st fiber ) as our computational code stops automatically once the damage is full filled in a given fiber (D = 1). The model gives an input force value of 7.5 10 4 N in a time period that equals t = 1.63 × 10 −5 S. The table (Table 3) shows the results obtained by model simulation and experimental one.
Conclusions
The development of the model has been achieved by introducing viscosity in damage evolvement, a fact which allowed the regulation of dynamic problems and the reproduction of velocity effects noticed in the experiments. In the basic model we have used, we introduced viscous parameters by reproducing concrete behavior with dynamic stimulation, according to the available experimental results in literature.
In practice, our model contains four parameters to identify by adjusting on experimental data, which has been the case for the majority of the models suggested in that way, except the fact that our model has the advantage of estimating dynamic increase factor trough a first law elaborated by means of experiments namely (CEB-FIP) formula. Then, a second adjustment has been performed for each concrete, in terms of its own response to dynamic loading, because viscosity problem is not totally surrounded by (CEB-FIP) formula since many concretes don't follow this law faithfully in their dynamic increase factor. Finally, the developed model agreement with different experiments has proved its performance in the description of concrete dynamic behavior. Being implemented in a calculation code of structures in finite elements, it guarantees both the follow up of structures response in real time and after the disappearance of actions, that is to say the assessment of residual deformations at the time of failure.
The model is practically useful for the simulation of alternated cyclic behavior in rapid dynamics, which will allow the reproduction of the attitudes of structures subjected to seismic stresses.
In a future prospect, we hope expanding the model to take into account deviation effects in an anisotropic continuous medium like the concrete.
• This model can be adapted to other materials whose behaviors are close to concrete behavior (fragile behavior), i.e.: rocks, ceramics, etc. • Pairing the model with heat transfer effects that take place in certain impacts especially blasts.
• Taking into account some mechanical phenomena occurring when every concrete structure is under action like for example plastic deformation and fatigue.
